Scholarship Requirements and Expectations

1. Participants must complete 7.5 hours of professional development training, plus attend an orientation and debriefing dinner. Participants will prepare for the professional development training sessions by completing several short readings prior to the Summit. The 7.5 hours of professional development training will be covered in six sessions:
   - Networking and Service in the Academy
   - Outside the Ivory Tower: Finding a Healthy Work-Life Balance
   - Addressing Race, Ethnicity, and Gender Barriers in Academia (Part 1)
   - Addressing Race, Ethnicity, and Gender Barriers in Academia (Part 2)
   - Navigating the Academic Job Market in Criminology/Criminal Justice or an approved workshop focusing on non-academic track issues
   - So You Got Hired in Academia! Now What? or an approved workshop focusing on non-academic track issues

Students who fail to complete all 7.5 hours of professional development, and/or attend other required events, will not receive a certificate of completion.

2. A scholarship recipient may only miss one session because they are presenting research at another scheduled panel, and they are the first-author of that paper. The session must then be made up by attending another panel sponsored by the ACJS Doctoral Student Summit. Students who have more than one scheduling conflict with Summit events, including orientation and the debriefing dinner, will be excluded from participating. Their scholarship will be rescinded and offered to another student. Recipients must notify the Summit organizers of any/all scheduling conflicts by December 15.

3. The scholarship recipient must either join a Section or volunteer to serve on one of the Academy's standing committees and/or Section committees in the year following the Summit to demonstrate their investment in the Academy.